The table below summarises the geometric issues observed across the polymeric chains and their fit to the electron density. The red, orange, yellow and green segments on the lower bar indicate the fraction of residues that contain outliers for >=3, 2, 1 and 0 types of geometric quality criteria. A grey segment represents the fraction of residues that are not modelled. The numeric value for each fraction is indicated below the corresponding segment, with a dot representing fractions <=5%
Mol Chain Length
Quality of chain
2 Entry composition i ○ There are 3 unique types of molecules in this entry. The entry contains 3717 atoms, of which 0 are hydrogens and 0 are deuteriums.
In the tables below, the ZeroOcc column contains the number of atoms modelled with zero occupancy, the AltConf column contains the number of residues with at least one atom in alternate conformation and the Trace column contains the number of residues modelled with at most 2 atoms.
• Molecule 1 is a protein called Estrogen receptor beta. 3 Residue-property plots i ○ These plots are drawn for all protein, RNA and DNA chains in the entry. The first graphic for a chain summarises the proportions of the various outlier classes displayed in the second graphic. The second graphic shows the sequence view annotated by issues in geometry. Residues are colorcoded according to the number of geometric quality criteria for which they contain at least one outlier: green = 0, yellow = 1, orange = 2 and red = 3 or more. Stretches of 2 or more consecutive residues without any outlier are shown as a green connector. Residues present in the sample, but not in the model, are shown in grey.
Mol Chain Residues
• Molecule 1: Estrogen receptor beta Chain A :   GLU  LEU  LEU  LEU  ASP  ALA  LEU  S264  P265  E266  Q267  L268  V269  L270  L273  P277  P278  H279  S286  A287  P288  F289  T290  E291  A292  S293  M294  M295  D303  V307  I310  S311  W312  A313  I316  V320  E321  L322  S323  L324  F325  V328  L331  E332  S333  S334  M340  L343   M344  S347  I348  D349  H350  K353  L354  I355  D359  D363  R364  D365  E366  G367  K368  S369  V370  E371  G372  I373  L374  E375  M379  L380  L381  A382  S385  R386  F387  R388  E389  L390  L398  C399  M403  N407  S408  S409  M410  TYR  PRO  LEU  VAL  THR  ALA  THR  GLN  ASP  ALA  ASP  SER   S423  R424  K425  L426  L429  V433  A436  Q449  Q450  M453  A456  N457  L458  L459  M460  L461  L462  V465  R466  H467  N470  M473  E474  H475  L476  L477  N478  M479  LYS  SER  LYS  N483  V484  V485  P486  V487  Y488  D489  L490  L491  L492  E493  M494  L495  H498  R501  GLY • Molecule 1: Estrogen receptor beta Chain B :   GLU  LEU  LEU  L260  D261  A262  L263  S264  P265  E266  Q267  L268  V269  L270  L273  E276  P277  P278  H279  R284  P285  S286  A287  P288  F289  T290  E291  M294  M295  M296  K300  L301  H308  W312  I316  P317  L324  F325  R329  S334  E337  M340  M341  G342  L343  M344  W345   R346  S347  I348  I355  F356  D363  G367  K368  S369  V370  I373  L374  L380  S385  R386  F387  R388  E389  L390  K395  C399  V400  M403  I404  S408  S409  M410  TYR  PRO  LEU  VAL  THR  ALA  THR  GLN  ASP  ALA  ASP  SER  S423  L426  L429  L430  N431  A432  V433  S447   S448  Q449  Q450  Q451  S452  M453  R454  L458  L459  M460  L461  L462  S463  H464  V465  R466  H467  N470  K471  M479  LYS  SER  LYS  N483  V484  V485  P486  V487  Y488  D489  L490  L491  L492  E493  M494  L495  N496  A497  H498  R501  GLY 4 Data and refinement statistics i ○ There are no chirality outliers.
There are no planarity outliers.
Too-close contacts i ○
In the following table, the Non-H and H(model) columns list the number of non-hydrogen atoms and hydrogen atoms in the chain respectively. The H(added) column lists the number of hydrogen atoms added and optimized by MolProbity. The Clashes column lists the number of clashes within the asymmetric unit, whereas Symm-Clashes lists symmetry related clashes. 1  A  1766  0  1843  111  0  1  B  1795  0  1874  112  0  2  A  58  0  57  1  0  2  B  58  0  57  3  0  3  A  17  0  0  1  0  3  B  23  0  0  5  0  All  All  3717  0  3831  210  0 The all-atom clashscore is defined as the number of clashes found per 1000 atoms (including hydrogen atoms). The all-atom clashscore for this structure is 28.
Mol Chain Non-H H(model) H(added) Clashes Symm-Clashes
All (210) There are no symmetry-related clashes.
Torsion angles i ○

Protein backbone i ○
In the following table, the Percentiles column shows the percent Ramachandran outliers of the chain as a percentile score with respect to all X-ray entries followed by that with respect to entries of similar resolution.
The Analysed column shows the number of residues for which the backbone conformation was analysed, and the total number of residues. 
Mol Chain
Protein sidechains i ○
In the following table, the Percentiles column shows the percent sidechain outliers of the chain as a percentile score with respect to all X-ray entries followed by that with respect to entries of similar resolution.
The Analysed column shows the number of residues for which the sidechain conformation was analysed, and the total number of residues. There are no RNA molecules in this entry.
Mol
Non-standard residues in protein, DNA, RNA chains i ○
There are no non-standard protein/DNA/RNA residues in this entry.
Carbohydrates i ○
There are no carbohydrates in this entry.
Ligand geometry i ○
4 ligands are modelled in this entry.
In the following table, the Counts columns list the number of bonds (or angles) for which Mogul statistics could be retrieved, the number of bonds (or angles) that are observed in the model and the number of bonds (or angles) that are defined in the Chemical Component Dictionary. The Link column lists molecule types, if any, to which the group is linked. The Z score for a bond length (or angle) is the number of standard deviations the observed value is removed from the expected value. A bond length (or angle) with |Z| > 2 is considered an outlier worth inspection. RMSZ is the root-mean-square of all Z scores of the bond lengths (or angles). There are no chirality outliers.
There are no torsion outliers.
There are no ring outliers. 
Other polymers i ○
There are no such residues in this entry.
Polymer linkage issues i ○
There are no chain breaks in this entry.
